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Canon South Africa is the new official sponsor of 

the prestigious South African Disabled Golf Open 

for 2017 

 

Johannesburg, South Africa. December 2016 - Canon South Africa has entrenched its 

support for the South African Disabled Golf Association (SADGA) by taking the reins as the  

official sponsor of it’s prestigious national championship in 2017. The Canon South African 

Disabled Golf Open, to take place from the 15th to the 17th of May 2017 in Cape Town at 

King David Mowbray Golf Club, will be the 19th annual edition of the international amateur 

tournament.  

 

Canon SA's association with SADGA stems back to 2001 when the company sponsored a 

small prize for a golf tournament. Since then, its involvement with SADGA has continued to 

grow and blossom, with its sponsorship focusing on SADGA's First Swing Program initiative, a 

development programme for children with disabilities. 

 

Michelle Janse van Vuuren, Marketing Director at Canon SA, says: “Over the years, our 

support for SADGA has evolved to become something of a passion. We are excited to take 

our support of SADGA to the next level as the proud, official sponsor of the South African 

Disabled Golf Open. The South African Disabled Golf Open offers a platform for disabled 

golfers to pit their skills against some of the best in the world in a credible competition that 

has at its heart the goal to inspire and unite players, and of course acknowledge their 

achievements.  To have the Canon brand associated with this respected international 

tournament is indeed a tremendous source of pride for us.” 

 

Hosted annually by SADGA, the championship incorporates the world’s top golfers with 

disabilities. In 2016, 30% of the field boasted single figure handicaps and more than half of 

the competitors had handicaps of 18 or lower. South Africans have historically dominated 

the tournament, with Ben van Zyl winning the event from 1998 to 2003; Pieter Jansen in 2004; 

Nico Wentzel in 2008; Iglin Grobler in 2009 and 2010; and Daniel Slabbert from 2011 to 2013 

and again in 2015. Among the international winners are top ranked Canadian Josh Williams 

and reigning champion Chad Pfeifer from the United States, while some of the forgeign 



 
 

golfers to grace the South African Disabled Golf Open over the years include world 

renowned Manuel De Los Santos and Spanish star Juan Postigo, to name but a few. 

SADGA is recognised and respected for opening up a world of interaction, opportunities 

and competition for golfers with disabilities. In addition to the South African Disabled Golf 

Open, SADGA organises about 40 provincial golf days around the country each year, which 

culminate with the SADGA Provincial Challenge.  

 

Reinard Schuhknecht, SADGA spokesperson and reigning world one armed champion says: 

“We have made great strides towards integrating disabled golfers into the sport. Now they 

have an opportunity to nurture their abilities and compete against other disabled golfers 

both locally and internationally. None of our efforts or successes over the years would have 

been possible without the support of our sponsors and donors.  

 

“The South African Disabled Golf Open continues to grow in both size and stature and is 

today a notable event on the international disabled golfing calendar. Certainly, organising 

and hosting a tournament of this calibre requires an incredible commitment of both time 

and resources. We are thrilled to welcome Canon SA as our trusted partner in bringing the 

tournament to fruition for the 19th consecutive year in 2017.” 
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Canon Europe is the regional sales and marketing operation for Canon Inc., represented in 116 

countries and employing 19,000 people across Europe, the Middle East and Africa (EMEA).  

Founded in 1937 with the specific goal of making the best quality camera available to 

customers, Canon’s tireless passion for the Power of Image has since extended its technology 

into many other markets and has established it as a world leader in both consumer and business 

imaging solutions.   

Its solutions comprise products, ranging from digital compact and SLR cameras, through 

broadcast lenses and portable X-ray machines, to multi-function and production printers, all 

supported by a range of value added services. 
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Canon invests heavily in R&D to deliver the richest and most innovative products and services to 

satisfy customers’ creative needs. From amateur photographers to professional print companies, 

Canon enables each customer to realise their own passion for image.  

Canon’s corporate philosophy is Kyosei – ‘living and working together for the common good’. In 

EMEA, Canon Europe pursues sustainable business growth, focusing on reducing its own 

environmental impact and supporting customers to reduce theirs using Canon’s products, 

solutions and services. Canon has achieved global certification to ISO 14001, demonstrating a 

world-class environmental management standard.  

Further information about Canon Europe is available at: www.canon-europe.com   
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